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God could have given us stronger genetic tendencies to care for others like he has for so many
people. To worship him when he hasn’t done that along with the other dreadful omissions he has
made is to practice camouflaged devil-worship and be pro-suffering.

A person’s programming can be changed for the better by the environment we create so that she or
he will go after gratification that is wholesome for others as well which explains why some people
are good though they used to practice evil.

There is no God and there are no gods for we would be programmed to reject belief in them if they
Nobody makes existed and had any decency in them. Life would be hell if they were bad enough to destroy us
you unhappy through our belief in them so they do not exist for life is not hell for most of us.
but you
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Since I only please myself, there cannot be a God because what use is suffering when everything I
do is solely for my pleasing anyway? If he sends suffering so that I may learn to get happier through
it then he is not much of a God because he should be able to perfect my happiness with a snap of his
fingers. So he must send suffering and make torturing viruses then because he hates seeing me being
all for myself but then he made me that way so what right has he to be like that? To say there is a
God is to despise the fact that we are naturally and permanently egoistic beings.

You want to be God should not let suffering happen because all he has to do when I just care about myself is
happy
program me to have desires that produce only good for I am programmed to care only for me
anyway. All he has to do to achieve that is to make us completely intelligent the right way for human
You can be
evil arises wholly from perverted intelligence and stupidity and forgetfulness.
happy
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The person who does things for God or mammon is really doing them for herself or himself. The
will does not deliberately choose good or evil but only goes for self-gratification that happens to be
good or evil in its results so if there is a God he spitefully wants to see people suffer for the excuse
that he lovingly wants us to decide for ourselves between evil and good and it is us who are to blame
for evil not him does not wash with reasonable people. To say God is love is to say that spite is
loving.
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